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Abstract. In this paper we Investigate the life span of the Cauchy
Problem for nonlinear systems of the form
(*)
(dtu
i
≪(0
= f(t,x,u,d＼u,...,dnu)
,x) = E<f>(x).
Assuming that (*) is weakly hyperbolic and has the solution
u = 0 with (j>= 0, we prove that
i) lifespan Te ―≫e oo as e ―>0.
Te admits the asymptotic estimate
Te > r＼^ log log(l/e), where J,(t)= £|/(r)|^,/i > 0.
ii) u = 0 is a stable solution.
In order to get this fact, we firstconsider the case of linear
systems and then apply to nonlinear systems.
§ 1. Introduction
The Cauchy-Kovalevski theorem assures that the Cauchy problem for the
first order systems with analytic coefficients and analytic data are locally
solvable in the class of analytic functions. Here we must pay attention to the
fact that this theorem can be applied to any type of systems, but gives only the
local solvability. For this reason, Bony and Schapira restricted the type of
weakly hyperbolic systems, and showed the global solvabilityfor linear systems
(see [BS]). And then, their results were extended by D'Ancona and Spagnolo to
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the following nonlinear weakly hyperbolic systems with small analytic data (see
[DS]).
(A) dtu=f(u,diu,...,dnu).
Noting that the system (A) doesn't contain variables t,x, we shall consider
the following more general systems.
(B) dtU=f(t,x,u,diu,...,dHu).
In order to investigate the system (B), we firstconsider the linear system
(1)
where
I
dtu = J2 M*, x)dhU + B(t,x)u + g(t,x)
h=＼
m(O,x) =uq(x)
Ah(t, jc),B(t, x) are N x N matrices which are analytic in Rnx and satisfy
(2) ＼d≪Ah(t,x)＼< Ma(t)p-^al, ＼d≪B(t,x)＼< Mb{t)p^a＼ a.e. on (0, oo)
for va eiV,vxe Rn with 3Ma(?), 3Mb(t) e 1^(0, oo), ＼, 3pb > 0.
Now we assume that (1) is weakly hyperbolic, i.e.
(3) a
n
E
h=＼
£hAh(t,x) has real eigenvalues Ak(t,x,£) a.e. on (0, oo)"
Theorem 1. Assume that the coefficientsAf,(t,x)and B(t,x) satisfy(2),(3).
Let T > 0, s g R, 0 < p0 < min{pa/y/n,pb/^/n}. p(t)is a function defined as p(t) =
e-ciMa{z)dJ{pQ-ngec^Ma{a)da{CMa{x) + ＼)dx}, with *C?C > 0, 0 <3 n <
pQ{SecHMa{a)da{C'Ma{x) + l)dx)-＼ Then for any uo(x) e H^ and, g(t,x) sat-
isfying epW<Dyg(t) e Ll[oc((0,eoo),Hs), the Cauchy Problem (1) has the unique
(global) solution u(t) satisfying
(4)
and it holds that
{ e"^<D>u{t)e C°([O,T),HS)
eP^D>8tu(t) eLl({O,T),Hs-1)
(5) <
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＼＼ep{tKD>u(t)＼＼Hs<m{＼＼M＼Hk
＼＼e^<D>dtu(t)＼＼^^G(t)
Jo
ll≪≫k
＼＼e^<D>g(r)＼＼Hsdr
＼
+ C"
(
＼＼e≪t)<D>g{T)＼＼IPdT
Jo
}
+ ＼＼ePR<D>g{t,x)＼＼IP-l*.e.on[0,T),
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where 3C" > 0, K(t) is a continuous function on [0, T), and G(t) is a integrable
function on (0, T).
We rewrite the system (B) more precisely.
(6)
(dtu =
＼
u{Q,x
f(t,
■)=
X, U
4{
,diu,...,d≫u)
x),
where
/(?,x,y,z＼,...,zn) Is a ^-valued function
neighbourhood of 0 in R* x Rnz x ･･･ x i?f,
which is analytic in I?" and a
and satisfies,
＼rxfyl＼---dZ,f{t,x,y,zl,...,zn)＼£M{t)p;M
(7)
-|/?|-|yil―-|yj
Pd
x alfilyA･･･yn＼ a.e. on (0, oo)
for ＼ e N"Wyi ■■-＼ e NN,＼x,y,zh. ..,zn)eRnx
x "a neighbourhood of 0 in R^ x R% x ･･･ x R%"
with 3M(r) e Ljoc(0, 00) such that M(t) > 0 a.e. on
Besides we assume that (6) with d ― 0 has the
(8) /(r,jc,O,O,...,O)
and is weakly hyperbolic at u = 0, i.e.
(9) "X>
h=＼
0
(0, oo), 3pc, *pd > 0.
solution u = 0. i.e.
-^― (t, x, 0,0,..., 0) has real eigenvalues Xk(t, x, £) a.e. on (0, oo)"
dzh
Theorem 2. Assume that f satisfies(7), (8), (9). Let s>(n/2), 0 < p0 <
pc/y/n, (f>{x)e Hs . Then there exists T > 0 such that the Cauchy Problem (6) has
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the solution uJt) satisfying
(10)
and it holds that
(11) <
where p(t)
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e^<D>uE(t)eC°([Q,T),Hs)
e^<D>dtuE{t) e Ll{{0, T),Hs~l)
i) Te ―≫oo as s ―>0.
T£admits the asymptotic estimate
TE > f11 p log log - where ＼jf{t)= M(r)dx, ji>0
＼ SJ Jo
ii) u = 0 is a stable solution, i.e.
j|e/≫(O<z≫We|| ^ o as e -> 0
IS a function defined as
/,＼ -C
f'M(r)dr
p(t) ― e Jo w
{
Po-C {({M(W)(108 ;r
r
X
f
ecFoM^dff(C'"M(T) + l)dT
Jo
}
with 3C,3C',3C",3C"' > 0, 0 <3A) < A)> and Te is the positivenumber defined as
Te = max{T > Q;p(T) > 0}.
We remark that i) doesn't hold generally unless we assume (9). For
example, for the Cauchy-Riemann system which is elliptic,TE is concerned with
the radii of the analytic data, independently of e. If we wouldn't stick at the
type of equations, our theorem could be extended by using the methods of
Kajitani [K] for linear systems, and we could know the relation between the
domain of existence of analytic solutions and the Imaginary part of the
eigenvalues of the characteristic matrix. Further work will be required to get
this fact.
The proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 rely on the following ideas. In the proof
of Theorem 1, we give two transformations to the equation (1). One is due to
decompose the Hermitian part and the small remainder part for the principal
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symbol of the equation, and another is due to change the type of the system
into the parabolic system. Thanks to these we can get a priori estimate. In the
proof of Theorem 2, we show that (6) can be reduce into a quasilinear system,
and apply the estimate obtained in Theorem 1 to the quasilinear system whose
analytic data is small. Then we can conclude Theorem 2.
Motutir≫nc
x=(xi,...,xn)eR%, a
<x>
Sj
= ＼A + M2'
= ≪≪
d
_
= (<Xi,... an)eNn
<x|=aH l-aB, a! = ai!---aB!,
A, ―i
j
-, /(£) = <F＼f＼(£) =
|
e-fa-≪/(jc)^,
Hs = {ue S'-(Osu e L2{Rl)}, Hsp = {ue S';<£>V≪>ii e L2{R＼)},
"/(*) is analytic in J^" means that f(x) satisfies|^/(x)| < Cp'^al for
va e Nn, vx e Rnx.
Sm = {P(x,^EC^(R2ny,＼p[%(x,Q＼<C^(Om-Wl in R2n for ^fieN"}
"p(x,D) e OPSm" means that p(x,D) is a pseudodifFerental operator which
has its symbol p(x,£)eSm.
§ 2. Preliminaries
We shallintroduce some properties of the analytic norms defined as follows
＼Hh;=
{(
which will be used in §4.
i)
ii)
<OV^>K£)|2^
||≪ + u||^ < ＼＼u＼＼H,+ IMIaj
r
Proof. It is easily proved by Schwarzian inequality.
＼＼u＼-u2＼＼H, < Cs＼＼ui＼＼H,＼＼u2＼＼ht forr>-,0<s<r
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Proof. See Theorem 4.4 in [CL].
iii)Let a{x) be a real analytic function on Rn satisfying
＼d≪xa{x)＼< C-W≪l
If ＼p＼< pi/n, then it holds that
＼＼a-u＼＼Hs<Cs＼＼u＼＼HS/)
Proof. Using ep<D>a(x)e-f)<D>e OPS0 (see Prop 2.3 in [KYI), we have for
some non-negative integer I = l(s) (see Th 2.7 in [KG]),
||*･u＼＼HSp= KDye^ae^<D>(Dy-s^Dye^u)＼＼L2
<C＼a{eP^a{x)e-P<D^)＼f)＼＼iDyeP<D＼＼＼L2
= Cs＼＼u＼＼m-
iv) IMIw*+i <
11 "*> p-p'
＼＼u＼＼Hs for p'<p
Proof. We take p" = (p'+p)/2. Sinceit generallyholds that
e x < - for x > 0
x
putting x = 2{p" - //)<O > 0 and multiplying the both sides by e2p"^, we
have
Similarly
Noting that
e2p'<O <
gV≪> <
2(p"-P'KO-
e2p<O
2(p-p"Kty
P.p"=p"-P'=p^
£
we get
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eip'(O <
e2p<O
(p-p')＼O2
Hence it follows that
Hl£-. = <O2(S+V"'≪>|≪(≪|2^
p' J
< ―L,
f<o^≪>|≪≪)|2rff
(p-p1) J
1
{p-p'f
II*.
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v) Let f(x, y) be a real analytic function on Rx and a neighbourhood of 0 in
R^ satisfying
＼dxd?f(x,y)＼ < C-Wp-ma＼p＼
for va e Nn, V e 7V#, v(x,y) eRnx "a neighbourhood of 0 in R%". If s > (n/2),
＼p＼< pjn and/(x, 0) = 0 then it holds for ueHsp satisfying 1 - N(Cs/p2)＼＼u＼＼H,> 0
that
＼＼/(-M-))＼＼hs<CsN^
Proof. Writing u
(l -N
C V1
^･S II II 1 II II-Mff ＼＼U＼＼
Pi "J
(wi,...,uN), we have
V^(dJ/)(*,O) a a
y?>0 P-
Putting fp{x) = ($)W{%f)(x,O), we find
＼?xffi(x)＼< Cj'-la! for^fieN.
Thus by ii) and iii),it follows that
Hi
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II/M(-))II^< E
<cs
P2
m＼＼fr{4l---4)＼＼H;
B>R V2/
( N=e, n<
Using the inequality
N
ik
7=1
l-ajy'K
(
･･･wife
i-gNl^r'-il
Y/2＼
and the relation between the Hsp norms of vector valued functions and the ones of
scalar functions
we have
N
EM
7=1
||/(-,M(-))li^<^-£
ffi= Ml*
(i -n
Pi ')
1
＼HHs
vi) Under the same assumptions as v), it holds for u,v e Hsp satisfying
1 -27V
Q
Pi
(＼＼u＼＼Hs+ ＼＼v＼＼H.)>Othat
＼＼f(;U(-))-f(-A-))＼＼Hsp<CsN^
Proof. We can write
jl-2JV
/(*, u) -f{x, v) = (Vyf)(x, O)(ii-!;)+[
j(＼HHi + ＼HH.) ＼＼≪-v＼＼h.
1
g(x,(l-6)v + 0u)d0-(u-v)
where g(x,y) = {Vyf)(x,y) - (Vyf)(x,O) satisfiesg(x,O) = 0 and
＼^yg(x,y)＼<CNp^p^mmaW
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Applying v) to g(x,y) and noting that |(Vyf)(x, 0)| < CsNp{＼ we have
＼＼f(-A-))-f(-Amm<CsNp^-v＼＼H+2CsN2^(＼＼v＼＼H+＼＼u＼＼H)
P P p P
≫ 1-2N
<CyV ―(l
Pi I
pi
(Mil. + Hfl.)}
2Nj{＼＼u＼＼h*
1
＼＼u-v＼＼HS
+ Mm)
}
＼＼u-v＼＼HS
The following result of Jannelli is very useful to derive the estimate for the
weakly hyperbolic system in § 3.
Lemma 1. A(t,£) is homogeneous of degree 1 in £. Let l＼(t,£),...,!#(?, £)
he N functions which, for any fixed £ e Rn, belong to Ljoc(0, 00) and coincide a.e.
on (0, oo) with the eigenvalues {allowing multiplicity) of A(t,£).
Then, for vi/e (0,1], rAere exwr a non-singular matrix P^t, £) e Cl(0, oo) /or
v^ejRw＼{0}, i,(r,O=diag{4')(^O,---.^)(r,O}e^ic(0, oo), am/ ^.fle
Aoc(0' °°)SUcn that:
i) Pq(t,£) is homogeneous of degree 0 jw £, >v/≫7eA^t,^) and Rr,(t,^) are
homogeneous of degree 1 in £,
ii) P,(f, £),<(*,OPT1 (U) =i,(f, 0+^,0.
iii) ＼p,(t,t)＼Cu＼P;＼t,z)＼<c2n-c>
iv) £|*,(5,0l*£ C4J7KI £sup,fl=1 ＼A(s,£)＼ds
v)
vi)
)|<C5/0rV(a)e[Q, 00) x K≫＼{0},
,1
<k < n
|Im$＼s, £)＼ds< £supK|=1 a
<k < N
|ImXk(s, £)＼ds+ ^,
where constantsC＼,C2, C3, C4, depend on N and C5 depends on n.
For the proof, refer to [J]
§ 3. Proof of Theorem 1
Assuming that u is the solution of (1), we shall derive the estimate (5).It is
sufficientto show when s = 0.
Putting v = ep^D^u and operating g/'(0</)>on the both sides of (1), we get
the equation
406
(12) dtv
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h
e^<D>Ah(t,x)e-^<D>dhv
+ e^<D>B(t, x)e-^<D>v + e^<D>g(t, x).
Supposing 0 < p(t) < min{pa/y/n,pb/^}, from the analyticity of Ah(t,x)
and B(t,x), we can write (see Prop 2.3 in [KY])
e"R<D>Ah{t,x)e-M<D> = Ah{t,x + ip{t)(DTx) + rh{t,x, D),
epW<D>B(t, x)e~p{tKDy = B(t, x + ip^DiD}-1) + rb(t,x, D),
where Ah(t,x + ip(t)D(D}-l),Bh{t,x + ip{t)D(Dy~l e OPS0, and rh(t,x,D),
rb{t,x,D) g OPS~l for a.e. t e (0, oo). Hence we can arrange the equation (12) as
follows,
(13) d,v = p'(tXD}v + A{t,x,D)v + B(t,x,D)v + ^W<jD>gf(f,x),
where A(t,x,D) = '£hAh(t,x + ip(t)D(Dyl)dhe OPS1, and B(t,x,D) =
^2hrh(t,x,D)dh + B(t,x + ip{t)(Dyl) e OPS0 for a.e. t e [0, oo).
Let Bq(x(A) be a open sphere with center x^＼ radius fjC3+1,and (pj(x)be a
function which belongs to Cq°(^(jc^)) and satisfy
1 s ^ 9j(xf.
j
Then, multiplying the both sides of (13) by (pAx), we obtain the equation
(14) dt<pj{x)v =p>{tKD}(Pj{x)v + p'{t)
＼<pj{x),
<D>] v + A(t, x, D)<pj{x)v
+ [p/jc),A(t, x,D)]v + g>j{x)B(t,x,D)v + g>j(x)e^<D>g(t, x).
Writing A(t,x,D) = A(t,xu＼D) + (A{t,x,D) - A(t,xu＼D)) and putting vj =
^■(x)u,we make simple form as follows.
(15) dtVj=pf(tKDyvj + A(t,dA,D)vj + (A{t,x,D)-A{t,jtJ＼D))vj
+ //(t)[pj(x),<Dy]v+[<Pj(x),A(t,x,D)]v
+ 9j{x)B{t,x,D)v+ <Pj(x)e≫M<D>g(t,x).
Furthermore we shallchange the equation (15) by Fourier transform.Using
Pqj(t,£), P Xj(t,£)which are determined for each A(t,x^,^) by Lemma 1,
putting Wj = Ptij(t,£)vj,and multiplying the both sides of the Fourier transform
of the equation (15) by Pnj(t,^), we have the equation
(16)
where
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AnJ(t,£),Rnj{t, ) are obtained in Lemma 1, and hj = {A(t,x,D)-A(t,x^＼D))vj +
p'(t)[<pj(x),<D}]v + [(Pj(x),A(t,x,D)]v + <Pj(x)B(t,x,D)v + fpj{x)e^^g{t, x).
At length we are in
d_
It Wj =
{-
=(-
position to estimate the solution.Noting that
Pr,j{tA)
Pftib?)
}
Vj + PnAt>Z)jt≫J
P-*){tA>j + Pr,j{tA)
and ReAnj(t, ) is Heraiitian, it follows
(17)
≪ I, i|2
j.
＼M＼q = 2Re
= 2Re
(
-Ket Wj,Wjj
(i PnJ&S)
that
JMtA)w'
＼p-}(t^)whw^
...^ .-l/2/^＼l/2u;,,^>1/2^)
+ (Pnj(t,Z)hj(t,Q,Wj)
< 2C5C2i7-c*C?||t;J +^ V(OII< ･ >l/2wjWq
+ 2 supKO^Imi^^HK ･ >1/2wjfLl
+2sup|<o-1^jU,oin<->1/2^iii?
Picking up the last term on the right side,we shallestimate as follows
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me(P7j(*,0A,(f,0,Wy)
= 2Re(/≫,J(^0<O-1/2^[(^(^^^)-^(^^,^)h]>^j(^0<O1/2i!/)
+ 2Re(P,j(r,£)*V(0 [?/*),<^>R A,A 0≪,)
+ 2Re(P,j(f,O^Ite W, ^('>^ ^>)R A,,A £)≫,)
+ 2Re(Pw(r, <^)#-^(x)5(r,x,D)y],^ -(r, 0≫/)
The firsterm < 2Cii/C3+1Mfl(?)||<･ >1/2j5/-||L^||<･ >1/2w/||L2
< 2Ci^C3+1Mfl(?)C2i;-C3||<･ >1/2w7-||^
<2C1C2Mfl(?)7||<->1/2^||i2.
The second term < 2C?|//(0|||[fy<^>]^ll^ll^ll^
here we used lab <a2 + b2. Similarly,we get the followings.
The thirdterm < C＼Ma{t)＼＼[(pp<Dy]v＼＼2L2+ CJMa{t)＼＼vjfLl.
The fourth term < 2C2{Ma{t) + Mb(t))＼＼vjfL2.
Gathering these terms and throw into (17), we have
(18) jtH(t)＼＼2q<2{p'(t)+sup＼(O-1 Rrjj(t^)＼
+ sup|<O"1Imi,J(?,^)| + CiC2Affl(0i7}||<･ >1/2w/llij
+ C?{2C5C2i;-C3 + |/)'(r)I+ Mfl(r)
+ 2(Ma(t) + Mb(t))}＼＼vj＼＼2L2
+ C2l{＼p'(t)＼+Ma(t)}＼＼[tpp{D)}v＼＼2L2x
+ 2Re(P7j(r, O^fe W^W<D>flf], P,j(^, tyj)-
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We also use the following facts.
y 7
and (see Lemma 2.3 in [Ml)
(19) J2 2Re(PVl/(f, Z)P[9j(x)eM<D>g],P,j{t, £)0,.)
<2c?]Tii^≪<%iyi^L,
J
<2Cj
(j2＼Wjep{tKD>9＼＼
＼j
= 2C＼＼＼e^g＼＼Ll＼＼v＼＼Ll
Then it holds that
(20) E^IKMII^
j
＼1/2/ ＼1/2
409
< llp'it) + sup ＼<O-%j(t, 01 + sup K^)-1!!!! A.jit, 0| + CiC2Mfl(0i7}
x J2 IK ･ >1/2wj＼＼k+2C2n-QKt)＼＼4li + ci＼＼e^<D>g＼＼Ll＼＼v＼＼L2x
j
where n(t) is a locally integrable function on (0, oo)
Kt) = ＼ C^nC3C2l{2C5C2rCi + ＼p＼t)＼+ Ma{t)
+ 2(Ma(r) + Mb(t)) + C6(＼p'(t)＼+ Ma{t))}
= Const{tic*{Ma{t) + M6(0 + 1}
Moreover, noting that
(21) Mi, > (C2^C3)"2|it;y-||i,,
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the left side of (20) is estimated as follows
V^
u
II Il2 -i{(
-'
(
Eikii
j
Eini
j
*)"}■
, Y/2≪ /
>2(c2rcrl＼＼4Lijt
j
2
)'"
V/2£,,,1,1,
Hence, integratingfrom 0 to t and using again (21), we get
IKOILi £ G,＼＼v(0)＼＼i?x+ C＼
fVw
+ sup|<O-1^j(r,ai
Jo ij
+ sup KO^Im 4,(t, 0 + C,C2Me(TM
(V
||<･ >ll＼＼＼li/＼＼v＼＼LAdT;
+ CJ
I'tiWWvWWvdt+C"' f
＼＼e^<D>g(z)＼＼L2dT,
Jo Jo
Where Cn = CxCin-c＼ CJ = (C2rCi)＼ C≫= (C2rQ)＼ C = {C2n-c*?C＼
From Lemma 1 we remark that
and
I
i;
<['~ Jo
f
< sup
/ Jo
j:
C^Ma{x)dx
sup
|f|=l,l<k<N
sup
|≪f|=l,l< k <N
(su J>＼A(T,jtA,Q＼dt
=1
＼hRXM(T,xM+ip(T)KCr＼ )＼dT
|Im 4,/(t,xW + ip{r)Z<O-1, Z)＼dx+ n
4.
4.
On the Cauchy Problem with small analytic
sup QMairMz^iO-'Uldr + rf (see[K] pl491)
C7Ma(T)p{r)dT + r＼.
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Supposing {p'{t) + C7Ma(t)p(i) + rf(C4Ma(t) + 1 + dC2Ma{t))} > 0, since
EjK ■>1/2"j＼＼2l>/＼＼4li< CsKD}v＼＼Ll, we get
(22) ＼＼v(t)＼＼L2< Q,＼＼v(0)＼＼L2+ C;
[V(t)
+ C1Ma{x)p{x)+ri{C9Ma{x) + 1
x * Jo
+ CiC2Mfl(T))}C8||<Z>>l>||L2</T
+ q
(ll(T)＼＼v(T)＼＼L2dT+
C≫
f
|K≪<%(T)||L^T,
Jo Jo
where C9 = C4 + C＼C2.
Then we can choose 0 < pit)<min{pa/Jn,ph/Jn) such that
(23)
p'{t) + C7Ma(t)p{t) + rf(C9Ma(t) + 1) = 0 a.e. on [0, T)
p(0) = p0 (0 < p0 < min{pjy/n,pb/y/h}), i.e.
p{t)= e^J>W/>0 -ti^l>°{°)d°{C9Ma{r) + l)Jr|
where T implies the maximum of t satisfyingpit)> 0 and is defined as
(24) A)
r,
(eCliMa(a)da{C9Ma{x)
+ l)dx.
Jo
Thus if we take rj> 0 satisfying (24) for any given T > 0 and choose
p(t) > 0 satisfying (23), we can eliminate the second term on the right side of
(22). And then, returning to the original functions, we get
(25)
IKW<i)>≪Mlb < QINII^ + C;^{x)＼＼e^<D>u{x)＼＼L2dx
+ Ci'[＼＼e^D>g{x)＼＼Lldx for vr e [0,T)
Jo
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Finally from (25), Gronwall's inequality yields the estimate
(26) lk'w<i)>≪WIL2<^M
＼＼M＼i?
+cJt＼＼e^<D>g(z)＼＼L2dT
{ Po Jo
}
for v?e[0,r),
where Cn = C C~＼ Kn{t) = CneC"S>"{r)dzhas continuity on [0, T).
Similarly, we can also get the estimate which is the general case for s
(27) ＼＼eM<D>u(t)＼＼HM< A,(o{||uo||^ + Q,
f
IK(t)<%≪||^t1
I Po Jo J
for v?e[0, T).
In order to prove the existence of solutions for system (1), we consider the
following system
(28)
{
dtui = J2 AhiU x)il sin(Dh/l)ui + B(t, x)ui + g(t, x)
h
M/(O,X) = Uq(x)
Here remark that C/(a = (/sin(^//),...,/sin(^//)) satisfies
<
i) £/(£)-£ (/->oo)
") IC/(£)I<I£I
iii) |CJa)(OI< ca<oj~w ≪O/ = <C/(0≫
Since //sin(Dh/l)(h = 1,..., n)
Y^h^h(t,x)ilsin(Dh/l) is a bounded
equation
(29) Ui{t) =Uq +
belongs to OPS0 for any fixed /,
linear operator on Hs. Thus the integral
f'
J2Ah(T,x)ilsm(Dh/l)ui{T)dT
+
f
B(r,x)ui{z)dr+
I
g(r,x)dr
Jo Jo
is solvable by successiveapproximations.
With the same methods, we can get the
(30) We^^'iDYMm^^Ut)
analogous estimate
Ikll*.+c,f ＼＼e^<D>g(T)＼＼HsdT
for
v?
e [0, T)
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Here, we used
||^oa≫,<i)>M < W , ＼＼eM<D＼Dyig(T)＼＼L2 < ＼＼eM<D>g{T)＼＼H.
PO
Furthermore it holds that
(31) ||c/≫(0<^>/<Z)>|5,m/(0
< ||e'W<J≫/</)>j
＼＼
l2
V^ Ah(t,x)il sin
h
(?) + B(t,x)
< C(MM) + Mb(t))＼＼e^<D>'{Dyi+lul＼＼L2+ ||^W<i)>'<D>^(0llL2
<^w{ ＼＼U0＼＼h?1 + C*＼
^＼＼e^<%(z)＼＼^dr＼
+ ＼＼e^^g{t)＼＼w
where Gr,(t)is a integrable function on (0, T)
While, writing
(32) e>0<*>'<D>/K/(O - ^('')<Z)>'<D>/≪/(0=
it also holds
where
H(t) =
I
Jt'
413
a.e.on(0,r),
8t{eP^<D>'(Dy,ui(r)}dT
{//(tVM^'CD^Vt)
+ epV<D>'(Dyidtu(T)}dT
＼＼eM<p＼Dy,ui(t)-ep{t'KD>'<i>yMt')＼＼I2 <
r
.H(x)dx
maxV(t)A,(O + G(t)}huo＼＼Hs+i + Cn
[
＼＼e^<D>g(T)＼＼H°+ldt)
0<r<T J I ° JO J
+ IKW<%WII^
is a integrablefunction on (0,T).
From (30) and (32), we find than the sequence {^w<i}>'<D≫/(0}/=i is
= edjftx)
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bounded in I? and has a week limit ep^n^(J)}su(t) satisfying
(33)
and
＼＼eP^D>u{t)-ep^D＼{t')＼＼
Hs<
(34) ＼＼e^<D>dtu(t)＼＼H*-i<G(t)[ ＼＼uo＼＼Hs+C,
r
Jo
I
MtWt
＼＼ep{TKDy9(r)＼＼HJT
＼
+ ＼＼epR<D>g(t)＼＼Hs-1 a.e. on(Q,T);
Considering JQrfRH w/(r,x)＼l/(t,x)dtdx for ＼j/(t,x)=}jjl{t)^2{x) e C£
((0, J) x C), we get the following as the limit of (29)
Then
Aoc((0, oo)
(35)
Ft
u(t) = w0 + V Ah(z,x)dhu(z)dz
Jo V
+ 5(T,x)M(T)fi?T+
I
g(x)dz
h Jo
for
H°°)
Jeuq(x) g H and Jeg(t,x) satisfying
with then Friedrichs mollifier {JE}o<e<＼, it
( ep^<Dyu(t)eC°([0,T),Hs)
＼
e^tKD>dtu(t) eLl((0,T),Hs-1).
As e -> 0, (35)
holds that
also holds for uo(x) e Hs and g(t,x) satisfying ep^<D>g(t) e
8 4. Proof of Theorem 2
It is sufficient to prove Theorem 2 for quasilinear systems. In fact we can
easily show that the fully nonlinear Cauchy Problem (6) is equivalent to a
quasilinear system as below.
If u = '(u＼,...,m≪) is a solution to (6) on [0, T) x Rn, by differentiating (6)
we see that the N(n + l)-vector U ―l(u, d＼u,... ,dnu) is a solution of the
quasilinear svstem
(36)
dtUj =
nE
h=＼
df_
8zh
(/, *, U)dh U* +
J£
(t, x, U) Xfi + gj(t, x, £/) (0 < j < n)
U°(O,x)=e+(x) UJ(O,x)
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where go(t,x,U) = f(t,x, U) - El-M/dz^x, U)Uh - (8f/dy)(t,x, U)U＼
gj(t,x,U) = (8f/dxj)(t,x, U) (1 < j < n).
Now it seems that apparently the dimension of the system has increased
from N to N(n+1). But, considering that (36) is the system of the (≪+l)-
vector equations which have same principal part, we can see that (36) cor-
responds actually to a system of order N. Moreover if u = 0 is a solution to (6),
then U = 0 is also a solution to (36). And then the characteristicroots of (36)
are exactly same with those of (6), since the characteristic equation of (36)
at m = 0 is the form that {det(A - EhZh(df/dzh)(t,x,O))}n+l = 0. Hence the
hyperbolicity also holds for (36).
Conversely if U = '(£/°,...,Un) is a solution to (36), the Nn-vzctof
V = <(V1,..., V") = <(U1 - di U°,...,Un - dn U°) is a solution of the another
quasilinear system
<
dtVj
nE
K(O,jc)=O
(t,x,U)dkVl + f(t,x,U)Vt +
(1 <j<n)
_d_
dxj
(K.
(t,x,U) )}"
Noting that the initialdatum and inhomogeneous part are zero, we have V = 0,
i.e.Uj = djU°.Hence returning to (36), we find that u = U° is a solution to (6).
This shows the equivalence of (6) with the quasilinear system (36).
Taking account of this fact, we can reduce (6) to the following quasilinear
system
(37)
n
t,x)8hu ―B{t,x)u
≪(0, x) ― e6(x)
h=＼
t,x,u)df,u + Fo(t, x,u)u
where
o Ah(t,x) = (df/dzh)(t,x,0), B(t,x) = (df/dy)(t,x,O) are N x N matrices
which are analytic in Rnx and satisfy ＼dxAh(t,x)＼<M(t)pJ^a.＼} ＼dxB(t,x)＼<
M{t)p~Ha＼ a.e. on (0, oo) for *aeNn, *xeRn,
o Ff,(t,x,y)(0<h<n) are N x N matrices which are analytic in Rnx and a
neighbourhood of 0 in R^, and satisfy ＼FxdPyFh{t,x,y)＼< M{t)P~^p~^a.＼p＼
a.e. on (0, oo) for va, ^peNN, V(x,y)eRnxx "a nighbouhood of 0 in
R?", and satisfy Fh(t,x,0) = 0.
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Moreover the assumption (3) also holds for the system (37).
We next consider the equation
(38)
{
L(u)u = l(t,x)
u(O,x) =uq(x),
where the linearized operator L(u) is defined as
L(u)u = dtu ―
n
^2 Ah(t,x)dhu - B(t,x)u
h=＼
h=＼
x, u)dhU ―FqU, x, u)u.
In order to estimate solutions of (38), we modify the estimate (5). Putting
k(t, x) = YH=i Fh(t, x, u)dhU + Fo(t, x, u)u and g(t, x) ―l(t, x) + k(t, x), the sixth
term on the right side in (19) is changed into
£ 2Re{Pnj(t,Z)(Osn<PM)ep{tKD%Pr,M {)<&%)
j
+ ^2Re(P,J(^0≪>^1/2^[^/^/'W<^].^(^0<O*fl/2≫/)
i
< CfH^^/II^IIHI^ +2C?^IIF^SXD^II^/.IIi;!!^/:
< C?IK<2)>/|UMI^ +2C^||^(M)||/f;||<D>M||^-1/2||t;||//,+1/2
/i=0 P
＼ j
*C*＼＼e≪D>I＼＼v＼＼v＼＼v+2<*
£
＼＼Fh{u)Km
h=0
)
Q^IMI^+i/2 + QIMI^-i/2 J
＼j /
^Cf|k^>/||^||i;||fl≫+2CfC6^||/A(fi)||ja?||i;||Jp
h=0
+ 2C2lC2tl-CiJ2＼＼Fh(u)＼＼H;
h=0
(
E ii<
■>s+1/2≫,-ni>)
In the third inequality we used ii) in §2. Similarly we get the following
estimate corresponding to (22)
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(39) ＼＼v(t)＼＼H.< C,||i;(O)|| +^ C;
fV(t)
+ C7M(z)p(r)+ri(C9Ma(T) + 1)
Jo
+ C2lC2n-QJ2＼＼Fh(
+ c"
u)＼＼Hsp}＼＼v{x)＼＼Hs+ldx
|%(t)|Kt)Mt+ C;
[
＼＼e^<D>l(z)＼＼HJr,
Jo Jo
where ^(0 includes 2CfC6EJ=o ll**(")ll/p-
When ||m||^ < i/C3+1,by v) in § 2
A=0
< n{CM{t))N
< n{CM(t))N
it holds that
Pd ＼
Pd
≫yj~≫h)
'＼H≪.
(l-JV
(40)
Q
Pd
7C,+A ^Q+l
< C'M{t)ric'+l (for small tj> 0)
Hence if pit) is given as
{
p'(t)+ C7M(t)p(t) + i7((C9 + C＼C2C)M{t) + 1)
p(0) =p0 {0<p0< pc/y/n)
p(t)=e^S>^r(_n
where Cw = C9 + CjC2C and
(41) Po
I
e.
= 0 a.e. on (0, T)
e°>£MW°(CWM(T) + l)dT＼
T is defined as
eCl£M^dff(CmM(r) + l)dT,
417
then we can eliminate the last term on the right side of (39). Thus by the proof of
Theorem 1, the problem (38) has a unique solution satisfying
(42) Ik^^MI^ < K,(t)huo＼＼HSpo+ C,^ ＼＼e^<D>l(r)＼＼HjT
}
where Kx{t) ― CneCr]Jo^dx has continuity on [0,T). Since we can take the small
rj to satisfyK^t) > 1, we suppose K,,(t)> I without loss of generality.
In order to solve the system (37), writing (37) as
(43)
L(u)u = 0
w(Q X) = Uq(x) = Elj/(x)
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we define recursively the sequence {mj},->0 as
uQ(t, x) = uq(x) for i = 0
(44)
{
L(ui-i)ui = O
m,-(0,x) = uq(x) = E(f>(x) for / < 1.
Lemma 2. Assuming that
(45) ||U0|k(=E|Wk)<gi,
then the function Uj(t,x) are well defined on [0,Te) x Rn and satisfy the estimate
(46) ＼＼epmDMt)＼＼H** *,(OIMI^ for *t e [0,T)
Proof. Since Kv(t) > 1, it follows that
Hence we find (46) holds for / = 0.
Assuming that (46) holds for some i > 0, by (45) we obtain
lk"w<i)>≪i(0llff^ nC3+l a.e.on (0, T).
Thus by (42) we have the estimate with l(t,x) = 0
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Under the assumption of Lemma 1, it holds that
(47)
where pit)
00
£ ＼＼e^<D>(Ui(t) - u^(t))＼＼HS < oo for W e [0, T)
= e C7j>(^{A) _ n, c7j;m(^(CioM(t) + 1)rfT}wi7A
,h
< ^^
Proof. Putting wt = ut - Uj-i,i = 1,2,..., we can see that wi+＼satisfiesthe
problem
(48)
L(ui)wi+i =h{t,x)
wi+i(O,x) =0,
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where lt(t,x) = £!=i(*a(mO - Fh(ui-i))dhUi + {F0{ui) - *b(≪i-i)M≪.By vi) in § 2 it
holds that
p pd i Pd p 'pJ p p
Consequently, by (46) and iv) in §2, we see that
＼＼e^<D>h(t)＼＼Hs <
c
Po - Po
＼＼e~p{t)<DyWi{t)＼＼HSforvre[0,r)
Now using again (42) with uq(x) = 0, l(t,x)
＼＼e~p{tKD>wi+i(t)＼＼Hs <
c
Po-Po
i:
= li(t,x),we get
＼＼e~pR<D>Wi(T)＼＼H,dTforvre[0,r)
Hence (47) easilyfollows.
The sequence {m,-}converges to some function us(t,x),and passing to the
limit in (44),(46), we see that ue is a solution of (43) and holds that for
v? e [0, T)
(49) IKw<i)>^WII^<^WII≪o||^o
In conclusion,
condition(45), we
= fi*,(OIMIj^
if e -> 0, then by (49) ＼＼e^<D>ue＼＼H,-> 0. While from the
find the relation
QCiC2irc=e(CM~Cl)iJ'.'c('C!'l'w+"Vc>-1
< -
8
n>c
Thus by (41) we can find the relation
Po>C {(fMH(iog
{(I>HN)~T
(3C,3C>Q)
between e and Ts
m: eClilM{a)da(ClQM(x)+ l)dT
420
Putting ij/(t)= £ M{r)dt
<cL(Te)
-
A
-
i
HTe)
HTe)
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(log 91
HD
K)"
Jo
c TI
Jo
d
_ ^{x)dx
j-y^)^
c
(eOHT.) _ 1}
Since ＼j/(t)is a increasing function for t, we can see Ts ―>･oo as e ―> 0. Hence
we can also get the asymptotic estimate
re > rl
L
log log -
j (ji
> 0)
This concludes our proof.
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